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DESPITE BEING WIDELY RECOGNIZED AS THE MOST POWERFUL EMERGING COUNTRY IN THE WORLD,
CHINA’S INTERNATIONAL POSITION RESTS UPON AN UNTESTED FOUNDATION. Unlike other leading countries, whose national strength emanates from the confluence of military, economic, social, and geopolitical vectors, Chinese power is inexorably tied to the expansion of the Chinese economy. Breakneck economic growth
has greatly elevated China’s regional standing, but Beijing’s goal of becoming a regional leader—which may
eventually extend to displacing American preeminence in the Asia-Pacific—has yet to be achieved.
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Chinese leaders are actively
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designed to redirect the
global economy to run through Asia,
along corridors that lead to Beijing.
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As leaders in Beijing endeavor to bolster China’s regional position, they face an uphill battle mitigating
negative perceptions of China while simultaneously
expanding Chinese influence. The most direct means
for an emerging power to reaffirm its international
position is through enhancing its military strength.
Although economic growth has fueled the expansion
of Chinese military capabilities, Beijing must still rely
upon its economic power to weaken American in-

pand Chinese interests through the establishment of
new financial institutions. Xi has actively pushed his
regional economic agenda through the creation of
the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), which
supports a Chinese-style infrastructure development
framework for the broader Asia-Pacific region. By design, the AIIB will rival predominately U.S.-dominated
financial institutions, such as the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.
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ic advantages, development assistance, and tech-

more willing to push back against Chinese threats

nological benefits. These arrangements harken back

to their interests.

to the ancient tributary system, through which China exacted compliance from neighboring states on
matters of politics, defense, and economics.

In the South China Sea, where in recent years China has incrementally altered the status quo in its favor, such a development could have a positive effect.

Nowhere is this Chinese alternative to the U.S. hub-

Myriad steps taken by some of the other claimants to

and-spoke network more evident than with China’s

the disputed land features, as well as by the United

most ambitious development project—One Belt,

States, Japan, and other concerned members of the

One Road (OBOR). OBOR seeks to connect China’s

international community, have not persuaded Beijing

economy with infrastructure networks across Eurasia
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of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) face vis-à-vis Chi-
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na. Firmer and coordinated policies among Vietnam,
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the Philippines, and Malaysia, combined with greater

In their efforts to establish a Chinese-centered hierarchical order, Chinese leaders have embarked on an
ambitious, yet risky strategy. The AIIB and OBOR are
subsidized by the Chinese economy. While supported by numerous countries besides China, it is unlike-

unity among all the ASEAN member countries, might
induce Beijing to conclude a binding code of conduct for the South China Sea that ensures disputes
are managed peacefully and in accordance with international law.

ly that either project will succeed without Chinese

Similarly, China’s economic slowdown could offer

economic backing. In this way, Chinese leaders are

Japan an occasion to gain leverage in the Sino-Jap-

attempting to expand China’s regional influence by

anese relationship, creating the possibility to tamp

doubling down on economic power.

down tensions in the East China Sea and stabilize bi-

Overinvestment in economic initiatives leaves Beijing susceptible to the same vulnerabilities that
threaten the Chinese economy. Should the Chinese economy stumble, aspects of the AIIB and
OBOR will need to be scaled back. The knock-on
effects of an economic slowdown could diminish
China’s future role in the region. The smaller countries of Asia have tolerated Chinese assertiveness
in exchange for economic gains and because they
fear that challenging China could cause Beijing to
punish them economically. If China is no longer
able to afford those benefits, many smaller coun-

lateral ties that remain a fragile, but critically important, component of the regional security landscape.
Perhaps most significantly, a Chinese economic
slowdown affords the United States an opportunity
to buttress its political, economic, and military position in the Asia-Pacific, and assuage worries that the
United States lacks sufficient strategic vision and political commitment to the region. The outcome relies on how Washington plays its hand, but the result
could be the strengthening of a rules-based, U.S.-led
security architecture in the Asia-Pacific region for
years to come.
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